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ABSTRACT

In the magnitude of internet one need to devote extra time to investigate anticipated resource, especially when one need to search information from documents. For the higher range internet there is serious need to demand the essentiality to discover the reserved resources. One of the solutions for information retrieval from document repository is to attach tags to documents. Numerous online social bookmarking services permit users to attach tags with resources which are eventually meta-data, frequently stated as folksonomy. In current paper, authors implemented this model for information retrieval by utilizing these tags, after retrieving by using delicious API and synthesize tag cloud in an Indian University to search and retrieve information from document repository.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As the magnitude of Internet is growing in recent years, we need to spend more and more time on Internet to search for specific resource. Even to search within an organization document repository is a difficult and time-consuming task. Because they are unstructured in nature, unorganized in storage, naming conventions are different, but they are needed to be retrieved as and when required. In an organization like University, various notifications, circulars, notes are published regularly in general. To become specific, authors have taken an example of Gujarat Technological University (GTU), which regularly updates its website contents.

GTU publishes all its circulars, notification, tenders, recruitments notices, academic calendars, examination schedules, results, etc. on its website (http://www.gtu.ac.in) regularly. The GTU has driven a paradigm shift among various educational institutes, faculty members and students in access and reach ability. Today more than 10,000 circulars or notifications are there on the website. GTU nicely manages the repositories of circulars with respect to time frame. Anyone can find any circular on the website, if there is an idea of date or month and year when it is published.

In this paper, authors tried to implement folksonomy based tag cloud model for information retrieval. One of the reasons is of that people identify the same resource with different words.
Popular social bookmarking services like Delicious, Digg, etc. allow us to add our own words, i.e. tags, to specific resources while we are doing online bookmarking of the resources. By adding extra words to the resources builds up pool of words chosen by people called Folksonomy. These tags are ultimately meta-data, but they are labeled by users. This folksonomy can be used for information retrieval by generating tag cloud. Tag cloud is visual representation of folksonomy based on frequency of words.

Here, authors have attached tags to various circulars which will be used later to retrieve circulars. Users will have a tag cloud as an interface where they are allowed to see tag related circulars. Authors also have given an interface where user can move generic to specific by clicking tags.

In this paper, authors have proposed a model for information retrieval by generating folksonomy based tag cloud. Authors wish to study other social tagging based platforms in future..

2. RELATED WORK


James Sinclair et al [3] and Knautz [5] compared traditional search box and tag cloud approaches to identify users’ behavior. They have simulated 10 questions for 89 users and tried to see in which type of questions users were selecting different approaches. And found users’ tendency towards tag cloud based approach.

Satoshi Niwa et al [8] proposed a web page recommender system using tag generated by users. J Trant et al [11] have studied folksonomy and found that this data can be further analyzed using various tools like vocabulary analysis, classification, user interaction theory and social network theory.

Kuo et al [6] found that tag cloud offer not only an overview of knowledge but also an interface that enables users to navigate to potentially relevant information hidden.

M A Hearst et al [7] found that tag clouds are social signal or mark and are more suggestive device than as a precise depiction of the underlying phenomenon.

Earlier, the access of these tags was limited. But due to availability of open source social bookmarking systems, authors wish to use these meta-data and generate folksonomy based tag cloud for information retrieval.

3. DELICIOUS API, FOLKSONOMY AND TAG CLOUD

http://www.delicious.com is one of the popular website for social bookmarking over the Internet; it is also called web based tagging system. It not only allows adding URL as a bookmark, but it also allows adding some extra information related to the URL like title, keywords and remark [16]. The website also provide to search among all the bookmarks added by other users also (provided the users have added bookmarks as public).

The keywords added during bookmarking act as tags to content or resource, which is also a way the users identify or recognize or categorize the content. A folksonomy is a system of classification derived from the practice and method of collaboratively creating and translating
tags to annotate and categorize the content, which is also known as collaborative tagging, social classification, social indexing, and social tagging.

The Fig. 1 shows a conceptual model for social tagging systems. In the model, users assign tags to a specific resource; tags are represented as edges connecting users and resources. Resources may also be connected to each other (as links between web pages) and users may be associated by a social network, or set of affiliation (like users works for the same organizations).

![Conceptual Model for Social Tagging](image1.png)

Figure 1. Conceptual Model for Social Tagging

Now this database of folksonomy is a great pool of knowledge as they are generated collectively by users themselves. It is having lots of potential for satisfying users’ information need. It can be represented in many ways like tag cloud, tag clusters, etc.

A tag cloud (word cloud, or weighted list in visual design) is a visual representation for text data, typically used to depict keyword metadata (tags) on websites, or to visualize free form text [16]. Fig. 2 is an example of tag cloud (which has having tags sized as per population of the countries). A tag cloud can be of two types – based on frequency or category. In this paper we emphasize on frequency based tag cloud. In the later sections we have described how it can be generated.

![Example of tag cloud of Countries with reference to population](image2.png)

Figure 2. Example of tag cloud of Countries with reference to population
4. PROPOSED MODEL

4.1. Function of Generating Tag Cloud

\$(function(){ \$('div-id').jQCloud(word_list); \});\$

Where,

- word_list is a list of words with weight (weight mentioning font size), which can be computed using the following formula [16]:

\[
S_i = \frac{f_{\text{max}} \cdot (t_i - t_{\text{min}})}{(t_{\text{max}} - t_{\text{min}})}
\]

Where,

- \(S_i\) = display font size
- \(f_{\text{max}}\) = max. font size
- \(t_i\) = count
- \(t_{\text{min}}\) = min. count
- \(t_{\text{max}}\) = max. count

For larger values, logarithmic representation may make sense.

- \#div-id is the portion of a page where you want to place tag cloud.

4.2. Function of Retrieving Tags from Delicious

\$(function(){
String word_list[]=getDeliciousTags(String Delicious_Username, Delicious_Password, String t);
});\$

Where,

getDeliciousTags() is a method which uses Delicious API [12] to get tags with parameters like username, password, search string, if any. The function returns tags with frequencies.

4.3. Steps and Visualization

The entire model is divided into two clear portions: (i) fetching tags from Delicious database using APIs and (ii) generating tag clouds. For both of these tasks, functions have been defined earlier in this section. To have independent model and view mechanisms, both are kept separate.

Step 1: Initial tag cloud is generated by retrieving tags.

Step 2: User click on any tag and corresponding tag cloud is generated by retrieving tags (as shown in Figure. 3).
Figure 3. Visualization of Steps

4.4. Demonstrating Expected Outcomes

Authors are intended to implement the proposed model and expected outcome will be tag cloud based information retrieval interface of circulars of the said University. Authors experimented this by letting a normal user to add circulars over Delicious with keywords chosen by him. After adding of around 2000 circulars with tags, both the above mentioned phases implemented. Its demonstration can be seen below:

Interaction 1:

![Initial Tag Cloud for Course Options Available after XII Sci.](image1)

Interaction 2:

![Tag Cloud Generated after Selection of Engineering](image2)
4.5. Applications

- Information retrieval
- Quick visual search
- Anywhere where generic to specific path approach is followed
- Studying trends
- Developing environment to learn local/region/industry specific Folksonomies

4.6. Limitations

Resources restricted by people because of private mode may not be accessible to API.

Resources are identified and named by people, hence if people may wrongly / useless /extra / little tagging may lead to wrongly generated tag cloud.

As there are millions of resources available to API, the tag cloud is limited to top 50 tags, which can be further specific in next level (sub) to top 50 tags.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The above proposed model will not only improve information retrieval but can be implemented for alternative mechanism over conventional query based search approach. Authors wish to implement the above model and explore experimental results to prove its efficiency. In this paper, we have used Delicious API, but one can explore any other open source social tagging services to generate the tag clouds.
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